In today’s data-driven world, the success or failure of organizations largely depends on their ability to
transform data into actionable insights that drive innovation and growth. Storing, managing and moving
data is now a core business strategy that has the power to fuel an unstoppable competitive edge—but
only if it’s done right.

Users need fast, round-the-clock access to data, simple tools to analyze it and seamless ways to
collaborate across departments. Storing the data, plus building and managing the infrastructure to
deliver a great user experience, today and tomorrow, economically, is more challenging than ever.
When it comes to scalability across multiple datacenters and in the cloud, 24/7 availability, speed,
affordable and efficient manageability, risk and compliance—even fast recovery in the event of a
disaster—compromise isn’t an option.

Since 2003, Eagle has been helping medium-sized to enterprise businesses like yours throughout
Florida make the most of their data—simply, efficiently and affordably. Whether you need to deploy or
manage a distributed data architecture, are looking to leverage cloud, searching for the right
enterprise-class SAN/NAS storage or want a rock-solid disaster recovery solution, we’re here to deliver
proven solutions based on best practices.
Like the eagle, our expert team is equipped with keen vision to see the big picture and day-to-day
requirements, problem solving skills based on hands-on experience, and a fearless focus to face
challenges and get the job done. While our specialty is data, our strength is our people. In addition to
earning recognition year-after-year as a long-time Oracle Gold Partner, our skilled team of developers
and Database Administrators approach every opportunity with an unwavering commitment to build
long-lasting, mutually beneficial relationships, a sincere desire to understand your needs and goals,
and the dedication to find the best solution regardless of who makes the sale. We’re also proud to
partner with XIO Storage.
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As one of the top Oracle Partners in the Southeast U.S., Eagle Datagistics implements and supports the full
suite of Oracle hardware and software.

Eagle Datagistics’ custom solutions keep your business running at peak performance. We focus on you by
measuring your existing workload and factoring in your future growth. We actively listen to clearly understand
your needs
—Save time, money and hassle
with OnTrack. Eagle’s team of experienced Database Administrators are on call round-the-clock, ready to
perform maintenance, monitoring and hands-on administration to keep your business running.
—Would you pass an Oracle software compliance audit? Eagle leverages our
knowledge, relationship and discounting allowances with Oracle to save you money and keep you compliant.
We’ll assess your current costs and usage, then recommend cost reduction and consolidation options.
—We’ll review your backup processes and frequency, security procedures and
environmental file locations, we’ll show you where you’re at risk and what can be done to secure your data.
—With space in two top-end data centers, in two different states, Eagle
makes sure your data and applications are secure, backed up and redundant on every level.
—Eagle’s experts are here to help you prevent and overcome site-wide
failures that could cause irrecoverable damage. Put our many years of designing, building and managing highly
available, mission-critical systems to work for you.
—Whether you store credit card transactions (
) or medical records (
), you are
not immune to data breaches. Eagle will ensure privacy and provide compliant data management to meet does
it right, without having to rewrite applications, earning rave reviews from customers about time saved and great
results.

Eagle’s extensive knowledge and understanding of business and technology uniquely qualify us to identify,
recruit and deliver highly qualified Oracle and other IT professionals right to your door. Look to us to fill your
temporary, temp-to-perm, and permanent staffing needs.
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